The Shadow of Camelot

Did the legendary King Arthur really exist?
Joe and Jemima Lancelot uncover the truth
behind the myth when they find themselves
in Camelot, as they continue the quest to
find their missing parents. Together with
friend Charlie and their endearing cat Max,
they are plunged into yet another
life-threatening adventure. Luckily they
have Lancelot, who is convinced the twins
must be distant relatives, to protect them
when danger looms. Meanwhile, Max has
a mystery of his own to solve. Will he
finally discover why Midnight has been
haunting his dreams?

Description, Reviews (0), Related Products (4). Shadows Over Camelot is a unique collaborative game featuring a
malevolent twist! As the Knights of the Round - 17 min - Uploaded by The Dice TowerDan examines Shadows over
Camelot Buy great games at http://uffinc .com Find In Shadows over Camelot: The Card Game, the players (mostly)
work together to complete quests before the danger level of a quest gets too high. In game terms Shadows over Camelot
is a board game for three to seven players in which players take on the role of knights trying to save Camelot. It is aThe
8th Knight was part of the (German) Spielbox-Magazin Number 3/2005. It was also included in: - Game Master
Magazine, issue n0 (Italian) - Jeux sur un Shadows over Camelot is one such older game we need to tell you about. One
of HUNDREDS. It never ends, but all the same were going to - 47 min - Uploaded by Rundlii GamingCan purchase at
Amazon at http:///2iUQTPe Teaching game for Shadows Over In most games, players compete against each other to
achieve victory. Shadows over Camelot proposes a journey of a very different kind, where you and yourFrom DOW
blog Merlins Company is a new expansion for the popular Shadows over Camelot board game. It introduces a host of
new characters - including 7 - 34 min - Uploaded by Geek & SundryWant to play Shadows Over Camelot with your
friends at home? Visit your friendly local game - 12 min - Uploaded by The Dice TowerTom Vasel takes a look at this
new game from Days of Wonder and Bruno Cathala Buy great I never expected to own a copy of Shadows Over
Camelot, much less to be writing a review for it. When I first heard of the game, I was excitedShadows over Camelot is
a unique collaborative game featuring a malevolent twist! As the incarnation of the Knights of the Round Table, you join
forces against
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